“SHE’S GOT IT ALL”

CASSINGLE: "She’s Got It All" by Kenny Chesney

CHOREO: Kelli McChesney

INTRO: Wait (32) beats / Start with LEFT foot

TIME: 3:15

PART A (64 BEATS):

(2) "SWAYS" --- STEP(IB) RS(OTS)
L    RL

(1) "DOUBLE & KICK" --- DS DS RS KICK
L    R    LR    L

(2) "TOUCHES" --- DS TCH(IF) DS TCH(IF)
L    R    R    L

(1) "TRIPLE" --- DS DS DS RS
L    R    L    RL

(1) REPEAT ABOVE (16) BEATS USING OPPOSITE FOOTWORK ---
TURN 1/2 RIGHT ON TRIPLE

(1) REPEAT ABOVE (32) BEATS TO FACE FRONT

CHORUS (64 BEATS):

(2) "STRUTS" --- HEEL(TCH) RS HEEL(TCH) RS
L    LR    L    LR

(1) "STOMP DOUBLE" --- ST DS DS RS
L    R    L    RL

(1) REPEAT ABOVE (8) BEATS USING OPPOSITE FOOTWORK

(1) "SAMANTHA" --- DS DS(IF) DRAG STEP DRAG STEP
L    R    R    L    L    R

(turn ½ left)

RS DS DS RS
LR    R    LR

(1) "4 DS, OVER THE LOG" --- DS DS DS DS
(move forward)
L    R    L    R

STEP STEP RS(back) *clap*
L    R    LR

(1) REPEAT ABOVE (32) BEATS TO FACE FRONT

BREAK (16 BEATS):

(2) "OUTHouses" --- DS TCH(O) TCH(IF) RS(O)
L    R    R    RL

(4) "BASICS" --- (turn ¼ left and clap on each)

SEQUENCE:

Wait 32, A, CHORUS, BREAK, A, CHORUS, BREAK, BREAK, BREAK, BREAK, BREAK.